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Introduction 

The scholarly debate of artistic genres is as old as artistic expression. Genre is generally seen as 

a concept that originated from the classification systems created by Plato and Aristoteles for 

Ancient Greek literature which distinguished between poetry, drama and prose. In modern times, 

the concept spread to other performing arts, such as painting and music. A music genre can be 

broadly defined as a “category that identifies pieces of music as belonging to a shared tradition 

or a set of conventions” (Samson 2012, cited in Wikipedia 2015). Authors may disagree whether 

the terms of genre and style should be used synonymously; yet, a genre is typically understood 

as describing pieces of music that share a “basic musical language” (van der Merve 1989:3), i.e. 

can be characterized by musical techniques, style, theme, spirit and/or sometimes also 

geographical origin. 

 

In this paper, we focus on genres in globalizing markets for music. We are particularly interested 

in analyzing the factors that contribute to the stabilization of music genres over time and their 

diffusion across different world regions. It is widely recognized that some music genres reach 

great international success and are widely accepted, while others never manage it to fully 

establish themselves. Much less is known about the factors that lead to the stabilization and 

diffusion of genres, particularly in globalized music markets that are operating across borders but 

nevertheless geographically segmented by world regions. 

 

Building upon a sociological literature that analyses cultural production from an organizational 

perspective, we suggest that the stabilization of music genres relates to the establishment of 

organizational forms in the music industry that reflect existing social stratification, the 

categorization process of specialized market activities, political influences as well as diffusion 

processes. We also point to four research perspectives, from which this hypothesis could be 

tested: (1) network expansion through personal ties, (2) organizational forms and channels of 

diffusion, focusing both in intra-organizational and inter-organizational processes, (3) institution 

building in market contexts, and (4) regulative institutions of cultural policy. We believe that 

these perspectives will help to elucidate not yet well-understood cultural classification processes 

in transnational contexts. 

 

Approaches to music genres 

While most of the literature agrees that genres are formed by convention, and their appearance 

and disappearance therefore reflect broader economic, social and cultural changes in society, 

there is less agreement on the relative influence of these different factors. In particular, the 

relative impact of economic as compared to cultural forces has been subject of a long-standing 
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controversy. One of the main concerns of the mass-culture debate since 1940 was that the 

homogenization of cultural expressions in form of products for consumption might “destroy” 

other cultural forms. This debate polarized between critics who characterized popular music as a 

conservative industrial power and reinforcing traditional values and proponents who considered 

it as a democratic choice of audiences previously excluded from high culture (Hirsch 1971:372–

373). Another issue of contention was the expansion of mass culture to non-western cultures 

(Nettl 1978; Nettl 1985). Studies discussed the role of music on identity formation (Nettl 

1985:19) and the thread of extinction of ethnic and local cultures in developing countries 

(Baumann 1992). In this sense, an underlying binary distinction between music production and 

consumption of the mass-culture debate identified the production sphere exclusively with 

economic forces and the consumption sphere with culture. 

 

In order to test the cultural homogenization thesis, several empirical studies on music genres 

were carried on in the 1970s mainly in the US and the UK, which ended up reinforcing the 

opposition between economic production and cultural consumption. On the one hand, Peterson 

and Berger (1975) found that the quantity of available genres varied with the economic structure 

of the music industry. These studies, like others focusing on the music industry, argued that 

genres were mostly created by the producers, implying that they were imposed upon consumers, 

who “were content to choose among whatever genres producers offer” (DiMaggio 1987:441). 

On the other hand, contributions from Cultural Studies showed that “the cultural industry, while 

in the service of organized capital, also provides the opportunities for all kinds of individual and 

collective creativity and decoding” (During 1999:32). This suggested that subcultures developed 

their own social and cultural practices which in turn shaped genre formation beyond and apart 

from industry influences (Hebdige 1979). According to this approach, genre categories were 

seen to “reflect natural divisions [that could be] taken as given commonsense classifications of 

cultural forms and activities” (DiMaggio 1987:441). 

 

In a similar vein, accounts of the omnipotent influence of Western mass-cultural products on 

non-western cultures were challenged by scholars in the emerging interdisciplinary field of 

Popular Music Studies. These scholars observed that the appropriation of these products by local 

communities in developing countries produced their own representation of modernity (Manuel 

1988:vi). Genres were seen as originating from both “native”aand industry sources, being 

homogenous in the center of the music industry, but diverse in its periphery (Frith 1989:6). 

While the debate continued to oscillate between binary notions of commercialization versus 

authenticity, commercial success became increasingly considered as a process of industrial 

“cooptation” (Garofalo 1987:79) of genres which at least required some degree of adaptation or 

transformation by active consumers. 

 

Thus, these empirical studies revealed that the cultural homogenization thesis of the mass-culture 

debate did not correspond to empirical reality, since “more diversity among artistic genres 

existed […] than theory held” (DiMaggio 1987:440). However, the success of a genre was still 

explained either in economic terms, as imposed by the industry and its strategies to achieve 

returns on investments, or in cultural terms, as originating from newly forming subcultures and 

its subsequent cooptation by the music industry. 
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In the 1980s, a new perspective on music genres emerged that highlighted the entanglements of 

economic production and cultural consumption. DiMaggio’s study of the institutionalization of 

high culture in Boston revealed that the urban elites created new organizational forms to isolate 

and differentiate high culture from popular culture, shaping at once “the role that cultural 

institutions would play, the careers of artists, the nature of the works created and performed, and 

the purposes and publics that cultural organizations would serve” (DiMaggio 1982a:33). In this 

case, the non-profit organization allowed for control and governance of high-culture institutions 

by members of the elite who purified “their programming through the elimination of residual 

elements of popular genres” (DiMaggio 1982b:304) and created additional subgenres to 

strengthen the boundaries between professional and amateur art as well as between artist and 

audience. In this way, members of the elite framed ideologically and ritually the relationship 

between the work of art and its public “by delineating an etiquette of appropriation” (304), which 

“made art less accessible to immigrants and members of the working class" (304). Therefore, 

high culture characterizes both, a ritual classification of elite groups that identify with this genre 

as producer, distributor and/or audience, and an organizational system that provides meaning to 

this classification.  

 

From this analysis, DiMaggio draws two conclusions that are important for our study. First, the 

diffusion of the European category of high culture implied not a mere imitation, but systematic 

efforts of the American urban elites "to build organizational forms that, first, isolated high 

culture and, second, differentiated it from popular culture” (DiMaggio 1982a:33). The diffusion 

of music genres therefore depends on a local constituency that adopts the "imported” category as 

a form of distinction. Second, classifications of art are “historically evolved systems of 

classification whose strength, substance and significance vary constantly” (DiMaggio 

1982b:320) according to their importance for the ritual life of social groups. They designate 

“separate systems of production and distribution with systematically different consequences for 

the art that passes through them” (320). In this sense, there is a matching of social groups with 

their ritual lives to distinct systems of production and distribution of art. Thus, production, 

distribution, and consumption of art are both cultural and economic activities related to social 

stratification (DiMaggio 1987). 

 

The same is true for popular culture, as Negus (2011) shows in his ethnography of large record 

companies in the UK at the beginning of the 1990s. Characterizing the production process as 

“continual dialogues between the performers, corporate bodies, media and audiences”, Negus 

(2011:134) observes that the staff of record companies “blur a number of conventional 

distinctions between such areas as work and leisure, personal taste and professional judgement; 

[…] artist, administrator and audience [roles, since] significant taste makers and consumers 

(such as DJs and fanzine writers) are recruited by the industry and artists are often 

simultaneously employees of record and production companies” (Negus 2011:46). In their 

“classification struggles” (Negus 2011: 147), the staff creates stories and pictures that give 

distinction to an artist, translating “the classification of performers” (67) in an image, which is 

associated to existing music genres in their connotations of “particular attitudes, values and 

beliefs” (66), and with the lived experience of the fans, including themselves. As a result, the 

record company segments consumers according to lifestyles and, at the same time, segments the 

markets into discrete genres (69), both connected through their staff. These simultaneous 

segmentation results in a strategy of portfolio management of the record company, “in which 
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direction, accountability and control” (Negus 1998:364) of each company’s labels, genres and 

artists are made “by dividing them into discrete units (strategic business units)” (364). In this 

sense, Negus argued that “the commercial strategies of the music corporations are not simply 

business decisions alone, but are informed by a number of value judgements and cultural beliefs” 

(366). 

 

From these studies, it becomes clear that there is not any pure economic production of cultural 

goods that is separated from a pure cultural consumption. Therefore, the success of music genres 

cannot be attributed exclusively to economic investments of companies or cultural taste of 

consumers. Instead, the ritualization of the social life of groups plays a central role for the 

differentiation of music genres. Cultural and economic forces in their entanglements are 

important in explaining the success of music genres. Production is also cultural and consumption 

is also economic. 

 

However, this aspect is often neglected in analyses of music genres, which considers them mere 

taxonomies in the field of art. As Wicke (2004) explains, in contexts of high culture, the 

discursive regime of music is organized by scientific parameters, enforcing a musicological 

concept of music that resembles more a denotation or a taxonomy. In contrast, in contexts of 

popular culture, the discursive regime of music is organized by market standards, giving birth to 

a plurality of concepts of music which are denotatively vague and flexible enough to adapt to 

different interests of market participants. Wicke concludes that genres are not taxonomic 

descriptions of music styles, but uinstruments of demarcation in a cultural terrain” (Wicke 

2004:163), which only have the appearance of denotation for a class of musical pieces. In fact, 

these concepts yield the category that allegedly only denotes as normative specification. In their 

ritual lives, social groups connect practices of music making, objects that produce sound and 

institutionalized venues. Their judgmental concepts, specification criteria, and determination of 

meaning of music are beyond the possibilities of audible discrimination and tied to a system of 

statements that is organized in contrasting poles—commercial-alternative, mass-avant-garde, 

subcultural-established, independent-mainstream, dominant-subversive, authentic-copied, 

global-local, etc. In this way, these contrasting concepts structure the cultural space through a 

network of differentiations, yielding possibilities of hierarchization, allowing valuations, and 

organizing the experiences (170). For this reason, Wicke argues that genres have a structural, 

organizational, standardizing, and constitutive effect in the musical process. 

 

We can summarize with DiMaggio that genres are "ritual classifications” (DiMaggio 1987:442): 

“socially constructed organizing principles that imbue artworks with significance beyond their 

thematic content [and are] responsive to structurally generated demand for cultural information 

and affiliation” (441). Under a genre, sets of artworks “bear similar relations to the same sets of 

persons” (441) who play roles of producers, distributors, and consumers. Genres are, therefore, 

social phenomena molded by cultural and economic forces. 

 

Emergence and erosion of genres 

This working definition allows for an analysis of genre emergence and erosion closely connected 

to social dynamics. Considering that DiMaggio privileged this perspective in his analyzes of 

classification of art, we will base our discussion on his findings. If genre classification yields a 

matching between artworks and groups of people in their ritual lives, DiMaggio (1987:441) 
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suggests that the same perceptions that allow the clustering of art works into genres also cluster 

the tastes of social groups. It follows that social groups would then define their boundaries and 

make sense of themselves by producing tastes and creating, ritualizing, and eroding genre 

distinctions.  

 

For DiMaggio, artistic taste is itself neutral, but facilitates interaction as an identity marker, 

becoming "a form of ritual identification” (443) that supports the establishment of “networks of 

trusting relations” (443). Thus, artistic taste is not a form of cultural capital or a function of a 

class, but represents “a form of social communication” (444). The ability to manipulate cultural 

symbols, to deploy these symbols “selectively in different interactions and different contexts” 

(445) defines the membership in these networks. This clustering of people identified ritually with 

each other and with certain artworks yields classifications in genres, which “socialize the 

infrastructure costs of artistic production” (445) and make possible the investment “in 

specialized knowledge” (445). That is how a genre emerges. 

 

Lena and Peterson (2008) suggested a typology of genre formation, based on an analysis of 60 

US-American popular music genres that makes clear how this clustering of people and artworks 

occurs. Distinguishing between avant-garde, scene-based, industry-based, and traditionalist 

genres, the authors analyze organizational, cognitive and social aspects of each type. Avant-

garde genres build smaller, local networks with the aim of creating new music, are highly 

experimental, are based on a very fragile economic structure and have virtually no press 

coverage. Scene-based genres are more dependent on community building, both in local or 

virtual sites, codify styles and technical innovations in order to signal membership, and draw on 

self-contributed financial sources and community press coverage. Industry-based genres are, in 

contrast, based on mass production and consumption, organized by firms, use national press 

coverage, industrial technical standards and stronger regulation of intellectual property, licensing 

and merchandise. Traditionalist genres are those represented by academics and critics, who are 

interested in preserving heritage, avoiding deviation, and organized by associations responsible 

for festivals, cultural events and grants.  

 

This typology describes at the meta-level the clustering of “ritually meaningful genres” 

(DiMaggio 187:446), defined as the matching of tastes of a population to institutions of 

production and distribution of separate genres. Genres in such clusters have similar social 

dynamics and are structured by artistic classification systems (ACS). Such systems have, at least, 

four dimensions. First, the differentiation of institutionally bounded genres concerns the 

“number of genres into which an ACS is divided” (447). Second, the prestige hierarchy of genres 

“is related to the degree of concentration of cultural authority” (447), yielding an isomorphism of 

taste structure and structure of social inequality. Third, the universalization degree of genres is a 

function “of the degree to which proximity to a cultural domain is associated with finer 

discriminations among works in that domain” (448). Fourth, the ritual strength of genre 

boundaries relates to the “intensity with which boundaries are defended” (449) in production and 

in consumption, depending on the occupation of similar positions on dimensions of status. 

 

These dimensions vary according to variables of social structure. Important are the degree of 

social heterogeneity and status diversity. Also the range of social networks, the degree of 

intergroup sociable interaction and the complexity of a social system’s role structure influence 
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the systems of artistic classification. Moreover, the degree of access to higher education, the 

humanistic focus and the internal stratification of the formal educational system matter to the 

classification of art. In sum, the more stratified a society, the greater the opportunities for the 

emergence of new classifications of art that are less universal. The organization of art production 

and distribution systems also influences these dimensions, mainly because of its concurring 

classification systems concerning commercial goals, professional classification of artists and 

administrative proceedings of the state.  

 

As a result, DiMaggio suggests that this close relationship between social stratification and 

culture is able to explain “the uses to which people put art, the organizational systems in which 

art is produced, and the systems of artistic classifications that emerge out of the interaction of 

taste and production” (453). Thus, the emergence and erosion of genres is based neither on 

“qualities inherent to the work of art, nor [on] simple reference to the class character of their 

publics” (DiMaggio 1982a:33), but rather on organizational forms related to social stratification. 

If the emergence of high culture in the US was close related to efforts of urban elites to 

distinguish themselves through art, the perceived erosion of American high culture in the last 

decades can be explained by “changes in the social structure and the rise of an open market for 

cultural goods, [which] have weakened institutionalized cultural authority, set off spirals of 

cultural inflation, and created a more differentiated, less hierarchical, less universal and less 

symbolically potent systems of cultural classifications” (DiMaggio 1991:134).  

 

Stabilization of genres 

Based on the literature that discusses social dynamics connected to music genres, three factors 

seem to influence the stabilization of music genres: (a) organizational forms related to social 

stratification, (b) stabilization of specialized market institutions, and (c) political systems. 

Following DiMaggio’s argument, the stabilization of music genres would be determined by 

stable organizational forms for production and distribution of art, which match to stable 

distinction signs of social groups in their ritual lives. In this way, social stratification affects the 

artistic classification systems. If it is true for art classification systems at a meta-level, in which 

musical styles play a minor role, this might become questionable in detailed analyses of style 

classifications. Analyzing the case of jazz, a music genre that emerged in 1920s in the US in 

African-American communities and spread around the world, we can observe that this music 

genre does not experience the same kind of crisis attributed to high culture by DiMaggio. If 

changes in social stratification affected high culture, why did they not affect jazz? From this 

perspective, it seems to us that, besides organizational forms related to social stratifications, 

there are other factors that should be considered in the explanation of the stabilization of music 

genres. 

 

A second factor is suggested by DiMaggio himself when he attributes the erosion of high culture 

to the rise of open markets for cultural goods. If economic factors can lead to the destabilization 

of genres, they might conversely also contribute to their stabilization in the first place. In order to 

do so, we will take a look at recent theoretical and empirical scholarship in market sociology. 

The entanglement of economy, culture, and social life is largely accepted by authors in this field 

(Beckert 2009, 2013; DiMaggio 1990; White 2008; Aspers 2010; Mützel 2010; Zelizer 2011). 

White (2008) calls attention to the importance of the creation of categories of equivalence in the 

process of market formation. When firms start producing similar products, they compete for 
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niche positions. However, these firms need to be perceived as participants of the same market, in 

which they are comparable with, but distinguished from each other. Aiming at creating this 

collective identity as a market, participating firms create a category to identify their economic 

activities. They build narratives using this category, which tell stories about their relationships 

with their suppliers and buyers. This category may be also used in exchange markets, where their 

products reach end consumers who can add new meanings to the market category. Through this 

social process, firms become specialized in certain activities closely related to the created 

category. This specialization leads, on the one hand, to the building of an institutional system in 

this market, and on the other hand, if focusses the market participants’ perceptions on a few 

comparable aspects. As a result, a market becomes socially, cognitively and economically stable. 

On the contrary, if these firms are not able to create a collective identity as a market, identified 

by a category, they fail in finding niche positions. In this case, the emergent market has limited 

duration and loose form. 

 

From this perspective, the formation of music markets is also related to the creation of categories 

of equivalence. In this case, however, the categories are at the same time music genres. It means 

that music genres identify a market as a collective identity, besides distinguishing a social group 

in its ritual life. It follows that the coincidence of both categorizations—of market activities and 

of social groups—may be considered a factor that strongly contributes to stabilize music genres. 

On the contrary, the lack of intersection of these categorization processes might hamper the 

stabilization of music genres.  

 

A third relevant factor for the stabilization of music genres is mentioned by Lena and Peterson 

(2011) in their discussion on political purposed genres. From this perspective, they find two 

types of genres in different world regions. There are those sponsored by governments, mostly at 

national level, to further regime objectives, following a bureaucratic organizational form. There 

are also those characterized by an anti-status quo attitude, resembling a social movement that is 

organized by NGOs, oppositional political parties, and “always subject to repression” (Lena and 

Peterson 2011:576). Although the authors recognize that their exploratory analysis “is 

necessarily incomplete because it is based on just four country case studies” (583), they call 

attention to the possible influence of the structure of a political system in the stabilization of a 

music genre (584). We can hypothesize that dictatorships favor the stabilization of music genres 

associated to ideological meanings—as propaganda or resistance—, whereas in democracies, 

political content might play a less important role in the stabilization of genres, and if so, might 

be more induced by civil society rather than the government. Moreover, the authors point to the 

ideological meaning of music genres in several political contexts and its importance in 

government decisions of supporting or repressing their representatives and constituencies. Thus, 

the relationship between politics and the stabilization of music genres could be perceived both 

strongly in political support or repression, and softly in a cultural policy that favor certain music 

genres. 

 

We can tentatively conclude that the establishment of organizational forms in the music industry 

that reflect existing social stratification, the categorization process of specialized market 

activities as well as political influences contribute to the stabilization of genres over time. 
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The role of the diffusion of music genres 

It is important to have in mind that the stabilization of music genres is not only a locally-

bounded process. Instead, its dynamics may cross geographical borders, turning a local music 

genre into a national symbol, into an international phenomenon, and so on. Furthermore, the 

diffusion of music genres across borders might not occur necessarily after their local 

stabilization, but may rather contribute to the stabilization process itself in different sites—be it 

different regions of a country, different countries or different world regions. In order to discuss 

the role of diffusion of music genres in their stabilization, we suggest an inductively generated 

typology based on an exploratory analysis of the history of four established Western music 

genres: Rock and Roll, Punk, Hip-Hop, and World Music.  

 

We call the first type “stabilization through new generations”. It concerns the formation of a 

local network of dense ties, which seeks to distinguish a social group locally through the creation 

of tastes and genre categories identified to new local organizational forms and local specialized 

institutions of music production, distribution, and consumption. Market activities connected to 

this genre stabilize at first locally. The emergence of new generations within this network which 

are partially identified with the values and the style of the former generation, but add new 

emphasis to some existing aspects, expand this network concentrically to new sites. This type 

seems to apply to hip-hop, which emerged in the 1970s in the US as a form of substitution of 

gang street fights for dance, distinguishing its practitioners through break, a dance form 

associated to songs that unite rhythm and poetry (rap), played by DJs in parties commanded by 

MCs, and expressed artistically by graffiti (Rocha et al. 2001:19). After the establishment of this 

hip-hop culture, with specialized labels, record shops, and party locations, a new generation 

emerged in the 1980s and affirmed hip-hop as a social movement with a political message, 

naming themselves “new school”ein contrast to the now called “old school”. Since then, the 

network of hip-hop practitioners keeps expanding to new places, creating genre subcategories to 

identify themselves, but sharing largely the organizational form, the specialized market 

institutions and their political message. 

 

The second type, called “stabilization through monopolization” is similar to the first in its 

formation and its focus on local networks of dense ties, which seeks to distinguish a social group 

locally through the creation of tastes and genre categories identified to new local organizational 

forms. However, this type differs from the previous one in terms of the diffusion process leading 

to stabilization of the music genre. After the establishment of local organizational forms, its 

specialized market institutions emerge only through the concentric expansion of this network to 

new sites through weak ties. In this process, new participants do not necessarily see themselves 

as members of a new generation, but they accept the initial socio-cultural boundaries and create 

their organizations on the margins of the original network strengthening its boundaries. In this 

case, the categorization of social groups and market activities intersects only in part, giving some 

organizations the "monopoly" over the music genre. This type seems to apply to “World 

Music”owhich emerged initially as a dense network of record companies and distributors in 

England, creating a new space for “World Music”orecords in the local shops. With the expansion 

of this producer network to other European countries, an European organizational field emerged 

around “World Music”: World Music Charts Europe, European Forum of Worldwide Music 

Festivals, WOMEX - The World Music Expo. In spite of its continental scope, these 

organizations gathered few participants, characterizing the World Music market as a small one. 
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Its expansion demanded the agreement about a fundamental distinction between the World 

Music audience (mainly European) and the “local" audience of a World Music musician or band. 

In this sense, producers from other world regions were able to create new organizations to 

expand this market to their regions. However, although they were working with the same 

recorded material, the same group of musicians and producers, they did not use the category 

“World Music.” In doing so, they revealed that World Music as a music genre and as a market 

category was concentrated in Europe, but not necessarily applying to other world regions. World 

Music was then concentrated in certain European organizations, which could in this way 

stabilize their activities. 

 

The third type, named “stabilization through ping-pong dynamics”, also describes the emergence 

of a music genre in local contexts of networks of dense ties which distinguishes itself from other 

types through the creation of tastes, local organizational forms and specialized market 

institutions that play a political role. Over time, however, the center of this network moves to 

other geographical sites, generating new forms of distinction for different social groups in new 

contexts, which in turn impact the original network, the institution building in this market and its 

political role. The music genre stabilizes then through this constant movement of signals and 

people from one network to the other, and its feedback processes, which yields one transnational 

system of music production, distribution, and consumption connected to this music genre. This 

seems to be the case for Rock and Roll and its subcategories. Emerging in the US through an 

“overlay of white and black styles” (Mohr and White 2008:505), singularized in the image of 

Elvis Presley, Rock and Roll developed into a UK-based genre represented by The Beatles and 

The Rolling Stones in the 1960s. After that, not only new American musicians added new Rock 

and Roll styles, categorized as punk-rock, heavy metal, hard core, and so on, but rather new 

musicians from other countries and world regions started adopting this style to produce, 

distribute and consume music. Today, it is not possible to circumscribe Rock and Roll and its 

subcategories to any one nation or geographical territory. In fact, it is a transnational network, 

based on strong communications between its several networks, whose members valorize social 

rituals in order to distinguish themselves from others, and in turn are closely connected to a 

transnational system of music productions, distribution, and consumption. 

 

This inductively generated typology points to important factors that matter in the stabilization of 

music genres. As a result, we suggest their consideration in analyses of music genres from the 

following perspectives: 

 

1) Network expansion through personal ties: considering the important role of social 

stratification and socio-cultural distinctions to genre formation, stabilization, and erosion, it 

is worth analyzing in the micro level how new musical styles are connected to practices of 

music making, objects that produce sound and institutionalized venues. This research focus 

allows for a better comprehension of core values and meanings, around which a network 

emerges, and how they are modified by new generations, strengthened by new participants, 

or enhanced by constant communication of members of partial networks. 
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2) Organizational forms and channels of diffusion: the form chosen by a social group to 

organize the production, distribution, and consumption of music that match its taste is a 

central point in the discussion of stabilization of music genres. In this respect, it is necessary 

to distinguish two processes of diffusion of organizational forms: 

a) intra-organizational processes: concerns the creation of new business units and 

departments inside the organization form that give a music genre its meanings. The 

creation of new labels inside a record company, of new specialized staff, of new columns 

dedicated to specific genres in newspapers, of new concert series, of new categories to 

distribute music recordings are all examples of diffusion of music genres that contribute 

to their stabilization. 

b) inter-organizational processes: concerns the role of bridging networks and local in-groups 

in transforming initial foreign ideas into locally appropriated practices (Djelic 2004). The 

emergence of new musicians or bands linked to some foreign music genre, the expansion 

of economic activities of record companies in new territories, the creation of new 

festivals dedicated to foreign music genres are examples for inter-organizational 

processes that leads to the stabilization of music genres. 

 

3) Institution building in market contexts: the functioning of the market for a specific music 

genre plays an important role in its stabilization. The reproduction of central market 

institutions allows for the stabilization of economic activities around a music genre. These 

can be the creation of music charts—an important instrument of market observation (Wicke 

1996)—, trade fairs, music festivals and events, the publication of books and critics in 

newspapers, the erection of regulative instruments concerning copyrights, royalty payments, 

music licensing, taxes for concert houses and venues, and the use of technology. We consider 

important to distinguish these institutions according to their scope and their roles in the 

music production, distribution, and consumption. Moreover, the impact of digital 

technologies in the transformation of these institutions in time should also be considered. Of 

special interest is the change of record company politics caused by the introduction of new 

technology in the charts production (Anand and Peterson 2000) and the emergence of 

database firms that offer music classification digitally, yielding new arenas of dispute around 

categories. 

 

4) Regulative institutions of cultural policy: the political framework in which a music genre 

emerges and is used by a social group to distinguish itself is equally important to determine 

the stabilization of a music genre. Although well documented in cases of dictatorships and 

nationalist regimes, the interconnection between music genre stabilization and cultural policy 

still needs further research. This includes analyses of the lobbying activities of cultural 

organizations that favor certain musical expressions and professional groups, the 

interpretation of music as a human right to expression which cannot be denied, the effects of 

cultural policy and international agreements as the UNESCO Convention on Protection and 

Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (2005) for the stabilization of music 

genres. 

 

Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we discussed factors that are likely to contribute to the stabilization of music 

genres over time and their diffusion across different world regions. In the literature, music genres 
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were initially seen from a contrasting perspective that opposed culture and economy. 

Specifically concerning the mass culture debate, the production of music genres were considered 

as pure economic activity in contrast to the consumption of music genres, a pure cultural 

activity. Drawing on DiMaggio’s analysis of art classification, we suggest considering the 

production, distribution, and consumption of music as both cultural and economic activities 

related to social stratification (DiMaggio 1987). In this sense, we consider genres as social 

phenomena molded by cultural and economic forces. 

 

Following DiMaggio, the analysis of emergence and erosion of genres made clear how social 

stratification is important to the artistic classification systems that structure genres. Related to 

that is the establishment of organizational forms that give these classifications their meaning, 

mediating between culture and social life. We also suggested that the coincidence between 

market categories and music genres can strongly contribute to genres stabilization. Moreover, 

political systems may influence genre dynamics too. Another factor of importance is the role of 

diffusion of music genres. Based on an inductively generated typology, we proposed four 

perspectives, from which the stabilization of music genres can be fruitfully discussed: (1) 

network expansion through personal ties, (2) organizational forms and channels of diffusion, 

focusing both in intra-organizational and inter-organizational processes, (3) institution building 

in market contexts, and (4) regulative institutions of cultural policy. 

 

We suggest that longitudinal and comparative research (Quack 2010) along these dimensions 

will contribute to a better understanding of why some genres expand over world regions and/or 

persist over longer periods of time while other do not. In particular, it offers the opportunity to 

explore the complex interactions between economic, cultural and political processes. 

Furthermore, the study of the birth, life and death of music genres is an intriguing entrance point 

to the study of the constitution of value and valuation methods (Beckert and Aspers 2011) and 

boundary management in cultural markets that can contribute important insights on the so far 

undertheorized constitution and development of transnational and global markets. Both, scholars 

from music studies and from economic sociology can gain from an interdisciplinary dialogue on 

these topics.  
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